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[LIST] [*] Able to identify new Family 10h and Family 11h processors. [*] It is the only native AMD software that recognises
AMD64 family 11h processors. [*] Identifies and presents all known AM4 processors. [*] Fully compatible with AMD CPU-Z.
[*] Provides flexible options for AMD CPU overclocking. [*] It is not a CPU-Z clone. [*] It allows users to adjust the fan speed
to the best-fit value by using AMD AM4 format. [*] This software includes overclocking functions for AMD AM4 CPUs, along

with compatibility with Performance Monitoring Application (PMON). [*] It is a real world overclocking tool for AMD CPUs. [*]
This software is based on the power and experience of AMD Central Brain Identifier (BE). [*] Includes a flexible overclocking

section. [*] Supports AMD AM4 power control, frequency and thermal limits. [*] It is able to recognise and process all the
possible logical as well as extended features of the AM4 CPU socket. [*] What's New: [*] Improved recognition of AMD K-

Series [*] Improved recognition of AMD B-Series [*] Improved identification of BTR FTR processors [*] Improved
identification of AMD K10 E Series [*] Improved identification of Ryzen 2000 series [*] Improved identification of Zen FTR

processors [*] Improved identification of Raven Ridge processors [*] Improved identification of EPYC processors [*]
Improved identification of Opteron (unused in desktop) [*] Added support of all new AMD CPUs [*] Added support of all new

APUs [*] Added support of Ryzen 3 [*] Added support of Ryzen 5 [*] Added support of Ryzen 7 [*] Added support of 7th
Generation Core desktop processors [*] Added support of 7th Generation Core mobile processors [*] Added support of Zen2
7th Generation APUs [*] Added support of 12nm Zen3 7th Generation APUs [*] Added support of Kaveri 2 and Kaveri 3 [*]

Added support of AMD Ryzen 2 series [*] Added support of AMD Ryzen 3 series [*] Added support of AMD Ryzen 5 series [*]
Added support of AMD Ryzen 7

Native Specialist Free

Native Specialist identifies processors and motherboards based on the 3rd, 4th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th and 10th generation of
AMD architecture. Native Specialist detects the families of the APUs with the widest support for the AMD cores and helps
you to identify the motherboards. From June 2015 Athlon 2xxx/3xxx/5xxx have been replaced by Kaveri which will not be
supported on the first release. The maximum allowed frequency (Turbo+) depends on the model and the chip type. The
running frequency range is not fixed and may differ depending on the operating system. In some cases the operating

system switches to low clock rate or completely stops the processor. The operating system and software used to run the
CPU test is a powerful engine. To ensure the stability of the test process, we exclude certain categories of people and

programs. With the help of this engine, we will always be able to define which CPU Test results can be trusted. Our software
will not create any risk to your hardware. We use public sources of information. Our software does not lead to any changes
in the operating system or other products. Although as a certified software, we are entitled to implement certain changes

to the software in case of malfunctions, and to add new features. However, we will only do so in accordance with the
system requirements and after its publication. We are not obligated to support any changes or new features. T2 T3 T4 T5

T7 T8 T9 T10 T11 T12 T13 T14 T15 T16 T17 T18 T19 T20 AMD APUs Core Fujitsu Amps/Taniums IceQ from Gigabyte AMD FX
| Ryzen Intel i5 | i3 AMD Kaveri/Unified Slice Intel i5 | i3 | i5 | i7 Not included Intel Core i7 A12-9800T A10-9700 Not included

A10-9700B Not included A10-9700A Not included G34 Z68 i7 - 860 i7 - 980 b7e8fdf5c8
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Enables to control core voltage and frequency overclock independently. Supports all new Advanced Micro Devices'
processors from Family 10h and 11h. Why should you buy Native Specialist? This software is the best solution in case of
AMD64 platform as a best platform ever! It includes the latest diagnostics and has a high diagnosis rate for the newest
AMD64 platform. It is the best and only choice for AMD64 platform. There is no any other program that can give the same
advantages with any kind of AMD platform. Native Specialist is the only specialized software for the new Family 10h and
Family 11h. Native Specialist is the only program that can get and display any hidden information of the processor
automatically. BEID is the utility that recognizes the processor even when the system is booted with only Windows 7 boot
image. Native Specialist is the only software with the maximum diagnostic power and accuracy. Be sure about the quality
of software by testing it yourself. Yes, you are right. No other software can give any CPU error code with any AMD platform.
Native Specialist is a software which can detect all single and multicore AMD64 platforms. It is the first utility that is able to
get detailed information about the next generation AMD64 platforms. Download Native Specialist and enjoy the real
performance of AMD64 platform./* * Copyright 2012 Red Hat Inc. * * Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any
person obtaining a * copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), * to deal in the Software
without restriction, including without limitation * the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, *
and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the * Software is furnished to do so, subject to the
following conditions: * * The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in * all copies or
substantial portions of the Software. * * THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS
OR * IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, * FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL * THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER(S) OR AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY
CLAIM, DAMAGES OR * OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF

What's New In Native Specialist?

* Native Specialist is a powerful utility for AMD64 processor identification and measurement * Native Specialist is a new
CPU identification and measurement application using advanced AMD detection methods * Native Specialist is the number
one application of its type in the market (others are only IPC and PPI tuning utilities) * It will quickly and easily identify any
AMD CPUs (Family 10h and Family 11h) * Native Specialist has a new CPU monitoring system that makes better analysis of
the CPU(s) performance * With a single click, you can run a diagnostic test which will * Identify the brand, type, Stepping,
manufacturing process, family and model number of your AMD processor * Locate both the Processor Core 0 and Core 1
settings on your AMD Processor * Measure the Speed of each CPU core * Choose the maximum Speed setting * If you are
overclocking, choose how the processor cores are set up * You can also overclock one CPU core at a time, or leave both
CPU cores at the same speed * The utility can also tune and monitor the PowerVR GPU * Native Specialist shows the
performance of each core * Native Specialist can be used to control the CPU and GPU clock speeds and cooling * Native
Specialist uses a new graphic user interface designed specifically for AMD processors * Native Specialist has a flexible
logging system for the CPU and GPU * Native Specialist supports AMD CPUs that feature a new caching mechanism * Native
Specialist is based on the popular Central Brain Identifier BE * Native Specialist is a new, FREE, multi-platform application *
Native Specialist runs on Windows 98, Windows NT, Mac OS, Mac OS X, Linux * Native Specialist has an installer for the
Microsoft.NET Framework * Native Specialist is fully Freeware * Native Specialist is based on the Open-Source C/C++ BE
Open Source * Native Specialist has a FREE edition with the GUI, command-line edition, a professional version, and a
professional version with installation program Native Specialist Requirements: * Pentium 4 processor * Pentium III Processor
* Intel Pentium 4 * Intel Celeron * Intel Celeron * AMD Athlon * AMD Duron * AMD Sempron * AMD Sempron * AMD Athlon
FX * AMD Athlon X2 * AMD Opteron * AMD K8 * AMD Phenom * AMD K8 * AMD Athlon X2 * AMD Phenom X2
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System Requirements For Native Specialist:

Supported OS and CPU: Windows 7 or higher and Intel Dual core 2.13 GHz Siri compatible GPS receiver (e.g. Garmin
GPSMAP 64st) 3G data service (e.g. AT&T, T-Mobile) and internet connection Features: Global roaming Global search Up to
ten hours battery life Text alert Trip meter Other notes: If you miss the data connection during the trip, the trip will
automatically roll to the next day.
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